RIGHTS-BASED APPROACHES IN THE WORLD HERITAGE SYSTEM: LEARNING FROM PRACTICE

When: Thursday, June 19th, at 13.15

Where: Advisory Body space, Meeting Room 232

What can we learn from practice in order to strengthen rights-based approaches in the World Heritage system? Delegates are cordially invited to attend this side-event, which informs about on-going Advisory Body work to address rights-based approaches in the World Heritage system as well as offering a space for discussion. An overview report with results and outcomes of the recently held expert meeting in Oslo will be launched and distributed at the side-event.

MC of the side-event: Mr. Tim Badman, IUCN.

PROGRAMME

13:15  Introduction on behalf of the Advisory Bodies:  
Ms. Kristal Buckley, ICOMOS & Mr. Joe King, ICCROM.

13:25  Intro to Oslo expert meeting on rights-based approaches and World Heritage: Mr. Peter Bille Larsen, University of Lucerne.

13:30  Lessons learned from Oslo meeting: Mr. Rohit Jigyasu, ICOMOS-India.

13:35  Learning from practice 1: Wadi Rum, Jordan Mr. Tarek Abulhawa, World Commission on Protected Areas.

13:40  Learning from practice 2: Kahuzi-Biega & Virunga, DR Congo, Mr. Diel Mochire, Programme d'Integration et Developpement des Pygmées (PIDP-Kivu), from Goma, DRC.

13:45  Open discussion.

13:55  Short closing remark and close.